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Lesson 1: Add WCO to an Existing Template 

Web Content Optimizer (WCO) is part of CrownPeak’s custom array of marketing tools.This exercise will enable 

you to configure a WCO input control for your content authors; this is the most basic step in providing them with 

WCO capabilities. 

Objectives 

Completing this lesson will help you realize the following objectives: 

• Learn how to add a WCO control to a template’s input form. 

Before You Begin 

A username and a password for the current training instance are required. Information about installing 
and using the current training instance is available on Connect 
(https://connect.crownpeak.com/training/instance). 

Find instructions within the instance note on Connect about how to copy exercises to Sandbox directories 
that you can use to execute these training steps. 

This exercise will be executed within the standalone OOB Volte interface and a Web browser. 

 

Path: /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/ 

Step by Step 

1. Open the appropriate CrownPeak training instance in Volte and navigate to the sample content asset folder 

/Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/. 

2. Copy this folder into a Sandbox working folder (/Sandbox/[YourName]/) following the setup instructions on 

Connect. 

3. Navigate to /System/Templates/Sample Templates/Training Exercises/. 

4. Copy the template folder assets WCO and WCO Completed to your working folder in 

/System/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/ following the setup instructions on Connect. 

5. Navigate to /Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

6. Link the content asset WCO Content Page to the template /Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

7.  Link the content asset WCO Content Page Completed to the template /Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO 

Completed/. 
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8. Select WCO Content Page and look at it first in Preview, then in Form view.  

 

9. Notice that there are two basic content fields, header and body. Both display in preview and both are editable 

in Form view. We’re going to add a WCO input control to the field named header. 
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10. Locate the template associated with WCO Content Page from the Overview->Information tab in the right rail. 

 

 

11. Navigate to to that template.  

12. Open the input.aspx file in the template folder and identify the input control that manages the content for 

header. 

a. Only two types of input controls are available to bind with WCO, so it is important to confirm that the 

section we have chosen uses one of the following: 

i. Textbox 

ii. WYSIWYG 
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13. The header content section is a textbox, so we’re clear to bind it to a WCO input control. 

 
 
14. Add the input control method (Input.ShowWcoControls) to the template directly above the existing 

Input.ShowTextbox method call for header. 
a.  Important: WCO input controls must directly precede the field to which it is bound. 

b. Notice also that the WCO control fieldname is identical to the textbox fieldname. When creating a 

WCO control, the fieldname must match the control it is bound to. 

Input.ShowWcoControls(“header”); 

Input.ShowTextBox(“Header”, “header”, width:50); 

15. Save changes to the modified template input file and navigate back to WCO Content Page. 

16. Open the WCO Content Page in Form view. The input fields are now divided into two separate forms.  
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17. You can confirm the addition of the WCO control by observing the labels above the header input field and new 

options (e.g., Create snippet) now available. Notice that other than being separated graphically from header, 

the body input remains unchanged. 

 

18. Now enter some new text content in the header input field. 
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19. Confirm that the new value is rendered in the CMS by selecting Save and Preview. New content should appear 

in the header. 
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Lesson 2: Add WCO Control to a WYSIWYG Input 

Web Content Optimizer (WCO) is part of CrownPeak’s custom array of marketing tools.This exercise will enable 

you to configure a WYSIWYG input field with a WCO input control. 

Objectives 

Completing this lesson will help you realize the following objectives: 

• Learn how to add a WCO control to a WYSIWYG input form. 

Before You Begin 

1. A username and a password for the current training instance are required. Information about 
installing and using the current training instance is available on Connect 
(https://connect.crownpeak.com/training/instance). 

2. Find instructions within the instance note on Connect about how to copy exercises to Sandbox 
directories that you can use to execute these training steps. 

3. This exercise will be executed within the standalone OOB Volte interface and a Web browser. 

 

Path: /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/ 

Step by Step 

1. If you have completed Exercise 1, skip ahead to Step 4. 

2. Open the appropriate CrownPeak training instance in Volte and navigate to the sample content asset folder  

/Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/. 

3. Copy this folder into a Sandbox working folder (/Sandbox/[YourName]/) following the setup instructions on 

Connect. 

4. Navigate to /System/Templates/Sample Templates/Training Exercises/. 

5. Copy the template folders WCO WYSIWYG and WCO WYSIWYG Completed to your working folder in 

/System/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/ following the setup instructions on Connect. 

6. Navigate to /Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

7. Link the content asset WCO WYSIWYG Content Page to the template /Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO 

WYSIWYG/ and WCO WYSIWYG Content Page Completed to the template 

/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO WYSIWYG Completed/. 

8. Select WCO WYSIWYG Content Page and look at it first in Preview, then in Form view.  
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9. Notice that there are two basic content fields, header and body. Both display in preview and both are editable 

in Form view. We’re going to add a WCO input control to the field named Body.  

 

10. Locate the template associated with WCO WYSIWYG Content Page from the Overview-> Information tab in the 

right rail. 

 

11. Navigate to that template.  

12. Open the input.aspx file in the template folder and identify the input control that manages the content for 

body. 
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13. As we explained in Exercise 1, only two types of input controls are available to bind with WCO. The body 

content section is a WYSIWYG, so we are clear to bind it to a WCO input control. 

 
14. Add the input control method (Input.ShowWcoControls) to the template directly above the existing 

Input.ShowWYSIWYG method call for body. 

Input.ShowWcoControls(“body”); 

Input.ShowWysiwyg(“Body”, “body”, WYSIWYGConfig.FullWYSIWYG()); 

15. Save changes to the modified template input file and navigate back to WCO WYSIWYG Content Page. 

16. You can confirm the addition of the WCO control by observing the labels above the header input field and new 

options (e.g., Create snippet) now available.  
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17. Now enter some new text content in the body input field. 

 

18. Confirm that the new value is rendered in the CMS by selecting Save and Preview. New content should appear 

in the body. 
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Lesson 3: Create a Testing Snippet 

Testing Snippets allow content authors to provide alternate values for a single field and determine how frequently 

each variant will be displayed.  

Objectives 

Completing this lesson will help you realize the following objectives: 

• Learn how to create a testing snippet using WCO. 

• Learn to verify the configuration by viewing relevant analytics. 

Before You Begin 

• A username and a password for the current training instance are required. Information about installing 
and using the current training instance is available on Connect 
(https://connect.crownpeak.com/training/instance). 

• Find instructions within the instance note on Connect about how to copy exercises to Sandbox directories 
that you can use to execute these training steps. 

• This exercise will be executed within the standalone OOB Volte interface and a Web browser. 

Path: /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/ 

Step by Step 

1. If you have completed any previous exercise, skip ahead to Step 4. 

2. Navigate to /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/. 

3. Copy this folder into your Sandbox working folder (/Sandbox/[YourName]/) following the setup 

instructions on Connect. 

4. Navigate to /System/Templates/Sample Templates/Training Exercises/. 

5. Copy the template folder asset WCO TestingTargeting to your working folder in 

/System/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/ following the setup instructions on Connect. 

6. Navigate to /Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

7. Link the content asset WCO Testing Variant Example to the template 

/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO TestingTargeting/. 

8. Link the content asset WCO Testing Variant Example Completed to the template 

/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO TestingTargeting/. 
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9. Select the content asset WCO Testing Variant and open it in the Form view. 

10. You’ll see that the asset contains two fields, header and body, and that header is bound to a WCO control.  

 

11. We’re now going to create a new snippet by clicking on the option at the far right of the input form. 

 

12. Name the newly created snippet “Testing Snippet [F][L]” where [F] is your first initial and [L] is your last. 

[Note: If a snippet already exists with this name, you will be notified and a number will be appended 

automatically. You can accept whatever number is added to create a unique name.] 
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13. Notice that once you’ve created a snippet, the option to “Create Snippet” is replaced by the option to 

“Detach Snippet,” along with several icons dedicated to different actions. Don’t concern yourselves with 

these options for the purpose of this lesson.  

 

 

 

 

 

14. Above the header field you are given the option to Create Testing Variant or Create Targeting Variant. At 

this point you must choose one or the other, as one snippet cannot do both. 

15. Select “Add Testing Variant.” 

16. Name the newly created variant “Variant [F][L] 1” (again, using your first and last initials). 
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17. A drop down menu now appears in the WCO control and lists each variant created.  

 

 

 

 

 

a. Notice the snippet name is one of the variants. By default the snippet name is used as the first 

variant in the control. 

18. Now let’s add a third variant by selecting the Add Variant link in the WCO control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

19. Name the newly created variant “Variant [F][L] 2” using initials as before. 
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20. Variant 2 is now added to the drop down control and can be toggled to add content. A content author can 

repeat these steps to add as many variants as needed. 

 
21. To delete an unwanted variant, select that variant from the dropdown menu, then click on the trash can 

icon to remove it. It is important to republish the page to finalize the removal process. 
 

 

22. These testing variants allow a content author to enter different content for each option. Toggle between 

the three options and enter a different value for each variant (e.g., “Content A,” “Content B” and 

“Content C”  as below). 
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23. Now enter the text “Body Content” in the body field below and save the asset. 

 

Weighting the Variants 

We can now configure how each variant with content will be weighted. This weighting determines the frequency 

with which each content variant will be displayed on our published page. 

24. Select the configuration wheel on the far right of the WCO control. It doesn’t matter which variant is 

displayed when you do this. 

 

 

 

 

25. You’ll see a window asking you to assign weights to input fields for each of the variants. As the prompt 

explains, any numbers you enter will be used to determine how many times a given variant is displayed 

relative to the other variants. 

a. In this case we’re entering 1 for each variant, weighting them equally. There is actually no need 

to have the numbers add up to 100 unless this is helpful for the content author. 

26. Click “OK” to save the variant weights that you’ve entered, then save the asset. 

27. Now deploy the modified content asset Testing Variant Example to Stage. 
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Verifying the Testing Variant Weights Using Analytics 

1. Go to view the published page in a browser by looking under the Properties->General tab in the right 
rail for the URL of the published asset. 

 
2. Refresh the page multiple times and confirm that Content A, Content B, and Content C are evenly 

displayed each time the page is rendered anew. 

 

3. Return to the CMS and select Apps  WCO in the left rail.  

 

 
4. Select the View Snippets tab, and click on the snippet name you created (“Testing Snippet [F][L]”). 
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5. Select the Detailed Report link in the far right of the UI. 

 

 
6. Select the Testing tab. 

 

 
 

7. Verify that the report details are in line with the testing done on the page. You should see an even 
distribution of visits among all three variants (e.g., of 9 total visits, each variant should register 3). 
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Lesson 4: Create a Targeting Snippet 

Targeting Snippet: Learn how to create a targeting snippet using WCO and verify the configuration by reviewing 

the analytics.  

Completing this lesson will help you realize the following objectives: 

• Learn how to create a targeting snippet using WCO. 

• Learn to verify the configuration by viewing relevant analytics. 

Before You Begin 

• A username and a password for the current training instance are required. Information about installing 

and using the current training instance is available on Connect 

(https://connect.crownpeak.com/training/instance). 

• Find instructions within the instance note on Connect about how to copy exercises to Sandbox directories 

that you can use to execute these training steps. 

• This exercise will be executed within the standalone OOB Volte interface and a Web browser. 

• This exercise largely overlaps with the exercise Creating a Testing Snippet. Refer to that exercise for 

detailed illustration of snippet-creation steps. 

Path: /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/ 

Step by Step 

1. If you have completed any previous exercise, skip ahead to Step 4. 

2. Navigate to /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/. 

3. Copy this folder into your Sandbox working folder (/Sandbox/[YourName]/) following the setup 

instructions on Connect. 

4.  Navigate to /System/Templates/Sample Templates/Training Exercises/. 

5.  Copy the template folder asset WCO TestingTargeting to your working folder in 

/System/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/ following the setup instructions on Connect. 

6.  Navigate to /Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

7.  Link the content asset WCO Targeting Variant Example to the template 

/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO TestingTargeting/. 
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8.  Link the content asset WCO Targeting Variant Example Completed to the template 

/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO TestingTargeting/. 

9.  Select the content asset WCO Targeting Variant and open it in the Form view. 

10.  You’ll see that the asset contains two fields, header and body, and that header is bound to a WCO control. 

11. We’re now going to create a new snippet by clicking on the Create Snippet option at the far right of the 

input form. 

12.  Name the newly created snippet “Targeting Snippet [F][L]” where [F] is your first initial and [L] is your 

last. 

 
13. We can now create a new targeting variant by selecting the Add Targeting Variant option above the 

header field. 
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14. In the popup window that appears, select the Create Targeting Group link. Each variant has to be 

associated with a targeting group. 

a. You’re presented with the option to create a targeting group based on the following 4 categories: 

i. Ambient 

ii. Form 

iii. Behavioral 

iv. Integrations 

b. For this example, select -> Ambient -> Browser -> Desktop -> Chrome 
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c. Select Add Rule. 

 
d. Enter a Target Group Name using the text “Target Group [F][L]”.  

 

e. Select Save (if you receive an error message stating a snippet with that name exists, add a 
number to the end until you have an acceptable, unique name). 

 

 

15. After you’ve created a rule, return to the Add Targeting Variant dialog by selecting the X in the upper right 
hand corner of the modal window. 
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16. Enter a variant name (let’s call it “Variant [F][L] 1”), and associate it with the newly created target group. 

 

17. Select OK. 

18. A drop-down menu now appears in the control displaying each variant created. Notice just as in the case 

of Testing Variants, the snippet name is one of the variants. By default WCO uses the snippet name as the 

first variant in the control, whether for Testing or for Targeting. 

 

19. You can now toggle between each variant created to begin adding content. Let’s enter “Default Content” 

for the Targeting Snippet and “Chrome Browser” for Variant 1. 
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20. Now add another new variant by selecting the Add Variant link in the WCO control. 

21. Name the newly created variant “Variant [F][L] 2.” 

22. Repeat step 14 to create a new targeting group. Choose a similar rule to the last, but selecting another 

browser that you have installed. Call this group “Target Group [F][L] 2”. (A content author can repeat 

these steps to create as many variants as needed.) 

23. If you need to delete an unwanted variant, select that variant from the dropdown menu, then click on the 
trash can icon to remove it. It is important to republish the page to finalize the removal process. 

 

24. Variant FL 2 has now been added to the drop down list. You can select it to add content, entering 

“[Browser name] Content” in the header field corresponding to the browser you selected when creating 

the last Target Group rule. 
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25. Once you’ve added content for Variant [F][L] 2, save the content asset. 

26. Now deploy the modified asset to Stage. 

 

Verifying Targeting Variants Using Analytics 

Open the published page using a browser that you didn’t specify in either Target Group (e.g., if you 
selected Target Group rules for Chrome and Firefox, then open the page in IE). 

 
Open the published page using a Chrome Browser. 

 

 
Refresh the page once or twice, then open the page in Chrome. Refresh that page, then open the page in 
the other browser you specified in your second Target Group rule. 

 

Verify that all three browsers are rendering the correct content based on the target rules created. 
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Return to the CMS and select Apps  WCO in the left rail. 

 

 
 

Select the View Snippets Tab, and click on the snippet name created. 

 
Select the Detailed Report link in the far right of the UI. 
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Select the Targeting tab. 

 
Ensure the report details are in line with the testing done on the page. 
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Lesson 5: Create a Conversion Link 

Conversion Link: Learn how to create a conversion link using WCO and verify the configuration by reviewing the 

analytics.  

Completing this lesson will help you realize the following objectives: 

• Learn how to create a conversion link using WCO. 

• Learn to verify the configuration by viewing relevant analytics. 

Before You Begin 

• A username and a password for the current training instance are required. Information about installing 

and using the current training instance is available on Connect 

(https://connect.crownpeak.com/training/instance). 

• Find instructions within the instance note on Connect about how to copy exercises to Sandbox directories 

that you can use to execute these training steps. 

• This exercise will be executed within the standalone OOB Volte interface and a Web browser. 

• This exercise largely overlaps with the exercise Creating a Testing Snippet. Refer to that exercise for 

detailed illustration of snippet-creation steps. 

Path: /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/ 

Step by Step 

1. If you have completed any previous exercise, skip ahead to Step 4. 

2. Navigate to /Samples - Unlocked/Training Exercises/WCO/. 

3. Copy this folder into your Sandbox working folder (/Sandbox/[YourName]/) following the setup 

instructions on Connect. 

4. Navigate to /System/Templates/Sample Templates/Training Exercises/. 

5. Copy the template folder WCO Conversion Link to your working folder in 

/System/Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/ following the setup instructions on Connect. 

6. Navigate to /Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO/. 

7. Link the content assets WCO Conversion Link Content Page and WCO Conversion Link Content Page 
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Completed to the template /Templates/Sandbox/[YourName]/WCO Conversion Link/. 

8. Open the file in the Form view. 

9. You’ll see that the asset contains two fields, header and body, and that the body is bound to a WCO 

control. 

10. Now create a new snippet. Name the newly created snippet “Conversion Snippet [F][L]” where [F] is 

your first initial and [L] is your last. 

11. We can now create a new conversion link by selecting the Insert Conversion Link option at the far 

right of the WCO control. 

12. In the popup window that appears, you are presented with the following four fields: 

a. URL 

b. Text 

c. Target 

d. Email Notifications 
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13. Once you’ve inserted the conversion link, save the content asset. 

14. Now deploy the modified asset to Stage. 

 

Verifying Conversion Link Using Analytics 

1. Open the published page using a browser.  

2. Click on the conversion link. 

3. Repeat steps 1-2 to simulate enough clicks for analytics data to be generated. 

4. Return to the CMS and select Apps  WCO in the left rail. 
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5. Select the View Snippets Tab, and click on the snippet name created. 

 

6. Select the Detailed Report link in the far right of the UI. 

7. Ensure the report details are in line with the testing done on the page (i.e., number of views relative to 
number of conversions). 
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